The health care industry is moving toward a major change in the code set, or "language," used to report the reasons why a physician or health care professional provided care to a patient. Since 1978, the industry has used codes from ICD-9-CM, volume 3, to report the procedures, services, and treatments provided to inpatients in acute care facilities. Within the next few years, the transition will be made to ICD-10-PCS. The transition from ICD-9-CM, volume 3, to ICD-10-PCS will only affect those health information management professionals (and those getting ready to enter this profession) working on hospital inpatient procedure coding, but it will require even the most seasoned professionals to learn how to accurately report what has been provided to patients. With the use of tabular examples and color-coded text, this QuickStudy® guide helps make the transition smoother and promote better understanding and greater comfort with the new code set.
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**Customer Reviews**

I am a huge fan of the BarCharts and have many. This one is nicely laminated, fits well in a binder or just by itself. They are great for a quick reference, supplementing your textbooks, or having in your workplace for a quick look. I do realize that in a world of Google some might think these obsolete. For me nothing can beat something tangible. I have not been disappointed with any of the BarCharts that I have purchased.
It breaks down some of the complicated tables into an easier format to follow. I like that it give some of the coding guidelines that must be followed.

i love these quick study guides. they are wonderful for helping out students of all ages and very helpful when studying for tests

Impressed with the detailed information, provides more than just Common ICD codes. It is laminated & comes already punched for storing in a 3 ring binder. Very useful and now I’m buying even more especially at this great of price!

This guide is extremely helpful for all my studies. I highly recommend it to all!!!!!! Useful and economic resources to all

It is very helpful when I review the course or before taking a quiz. It covered so much information in a convenient card. It is easy to carry around when you are in the move between home, school and work.

While a coder naturally can’t function w/out the professional coding books, the quick reference can come in handy--especially for coding students.

VERY HELP GOOD INFO AND EASY TO USE....BUILDING MY MEDICAL CODING AND BILLING LIBRARY SO HAPPY WITH MY PRODUCTS THUS FAR
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